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The reusale  Life of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSIUE) is 
bf%mmed by the cyclic l i f e  of the regeneratively liquid cooled 
n~ain cmbustion chasllber ( K C )  During an operational duty cycle the 
88ifX liner is subjected to a large transilent therml gradient that 
imparts a high thermal cyclic strain to the liner hot gas wall. Life 
predic.tfows of such chaprbers have usually been based on low cycle 
fatigue (LE) evaluations. Mt-fire testing, however, has shown 
sig17ificant mid-channel wall deformation and thinning during accrued 
eyelie tes thg.  This pkenomnon is termd cyclic creep and appears 
80 be significantly amelerated a t  elevated temperatures. 
M amlytical mthod that models the cyclic c r q  phm 
i t s  application to thrust charrdr;rer l i f e  prediction is premted. TRe 
cha&es finite elemnt gecametry is updated periodically to  a c c m t  
for accrued wall thinning and distortion Failure is based m We 
tensile instability Pailhare criterion. Cyclic l i f e  results For 
several cha&er l i f e  enhancm coolant channel des iqs  are c o w e d  
eo the typically used LCF maliysis that neglects cycljtc c r q .  me 
resc~iilts show that the usable cyclic creep l i f e  is appsoxhately 30 tas 
5C& of t h e  cornonly used L S  l ife.  
Introduction 
The reusable l i f e  of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSIVE) and future 
erigines are greatly influenced by the cyclic l i f e  of several major 
components subjected to high temperature environments. The main 
combustion chamber (KC) liner is exposed to an environment that 
p::oii;luces a heat f l u x  of approximately 100 B T U / ~ ~ ~ - S ~ C  i n  the l i fe  
limited throat region. To accommodate t h i s  h igh  heat f l u x ,  the copper 
oase CGC lines is regeneratively cooled through integral rectangular 
sosling channels. During operational du ty  cycles (missions) the K C  
liner hot gas wall experiences large thermal plastic cyclic strains 
resulting from a large transient thermal gradient. These cyclic 
stra ins influewee the fatigue l i fe  of the KC liner hot gas wall, 
Low cycle fatigue l i fe  is typically a function of the cyclic strain 
range, the material properties and the operating temperature. The 
theoretical reusable l i f e  is normally determined by the number o f  
strain cycles that can be accrued before i n i t i a t i ~ n  sf surface 
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it was decided that 
cyclic creep phenome 
capability. 
An analytical method was developed that periodically updates t h e  
chamber f in i t e  element geometry to account for accrued wall thinning 
and distortion. The methodology consists of analyzing the chamber 
considering more increments i n  the duty  cycle and geometric 
deformation effects. The geometric deformation formulation allows the 
analysis to adjust to small geometry changes that occur during each 
d u t y  cycle and are cumulative i n  nature. In order to  minimize 
computer time, an extrapolation procedure is utilized. To perform t h e  
analysis, five d u t y  cycles are sequentially analyzed and the change i n  
geometric shape is extrapolated to the deformation conditions 85 
cycles futher on, e.g., 5 cycles + 15 cycles = 20 cycle condition. 
Using the new geometry, additional d u t y  cycles are analyzed and 
another extrapolated shape projection made. T h i s  technique is 
continued u n t i l  failure occurs. Failure is based on the tensile 
instability failure criterion. Cyclic creep l i f e  analysis results fo r  
several chamber l i f e  enhancing designs, when compared to  the typically 
used low cycle fatigue (LCF) analysis results,  show that the usable 
cyclic creep l i f e  is approximately 30 to  50% of the LCF l i fe .  
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SUMMARY 
# Analytical model provides, a refined analysis 
that models the observed failure mode 
i+ Predicted cyclic-creep l i fe is  typically 
30 to  50% of the low-cycle-fatigue l i fe  
id6 The most feasible approach t o  increasing 
SSME-MCC l i fe i s  increasing the number of 
coolant channels 
